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Chapter 16

"In case you want to go to the toilet, go by yourself?" Su wanwan stressed.

Jiang Chengzhan nodded again and again: "I know. If you hush, I'll come by myself.
Wife, let's wear lovers' clothes."

Su wanwan and Jiang Chengzhan wear couple clothes together.

She put on a light blue denim skirt and a pair of white sandals. Jiang Chengzhan wore
denim shorts with the same style as her and a pair of white holed leather shoes.

Two people hand in hand out of the room, the girl took a bud head, the man head tied a
small pull, the picture is extremely harmonious.

"Wife, it's so hot, shall we buy a box of ice cream?"

Jiang Chengzhan said in a flattering tone.

Of course, Su wants to eat ice cream at night. Before, she thought it was luxurious to
eat a big popsicle. Now she has money, and Jiang Chengzhan is a rich young man.
How can she afford to eat more?

But

Jiang Chengzhan has lived in Jiang's family since she was a child, and her vegetable
mother is not here. What should she do if she has a bad stomach?

Want to shake his head: "no, when you come back in the evening, you can eat a little
less."

Jiang Chengzhan pouted and said, "I'll go back to my diary."

Su wanwan really wants to raise her hand to beat him. This guy's IQ is not very high,
so she has learned to threaten him. She puts her foot on his face and looks at him from
left to right. "Jiang Chengzhan, you tell me honestly, are you pretending to be stupid?"

Jiang Chengzhan laughed: "wife, you are so beautiful. Zhan Bao wants to kiss you."



Su wanwan loosened his chin. "Still stupid!"

Two people soon arrive at KFC. Su wanwan takes Jiang Chengzhan to the ordering
table to order. He sees that this one is delicious, and that one is delicious. He orders a
lot of them. Su wanwan can only sigh. Jiang Chengzhan must have some left after a
while, and she will have some left.

Although she has a lot of money now, it is shameful to waste food.

"I also want to drink coke," Jiang Chengzhan looked at others holding a cup of coke
and protested with Su wanwan. Su wanwan grabbed him by the ear and said, "coke
kills sperm. You can't drink it."

Jiang Chengzhan didn't understand, "what is killing essence?"

Su wanwan thought about it for a while and explained, "you just can't have a baby.
Don't you want a baby?"

"Then I don't want to drink," Jiang Chengzhan waved his hand as if he had seen a
poisonous tongue beast. Su wanwan was happy and asked for a coke for herself.

When sitting at the table, Jiang Chengzhan looked at Su wanwan's coke and said, "why
can you drink it?"

Su wanwan is very proud to say: "that's because I'm a girl. Girls don't want sperm, so
they're not afraid."

"Oh," Jiang Chengzhan was not happy for a few seconds. He picked up the egg tart
and began to eat it. Looking at the bald man at the table next to him drinking coke, he
gave a very warm hint: "men can't drink coke. You can't kill essence, you can't have
baby..."

"Zhan Bao," Su wanwan just lowered her head and took a big sip of coke. When she
raised her head, she heard Jiang Chengzhan talking with others.

The light on the other side is in a posture of killing people, especially the girl beside
him. It's almost a slap in the face.

Su wanwan quickly pulls Jiang Chengzhan back and apologizes to others: "sorry, my
child..." she points to her head, which means there is something wrong with her
intelligence.

In this way, people did not continue to investigate.



Su wanwan was relieved that Jiang Chengzhan had to continue to eat egg tarts like a
nobody, "wife, the egg tarts are good today. Do you want to eat one?"

Su looked at him speechless: "you are full of gas, but also eat a fart."

At the end of the meal, Su wanwan collected the garbage first. Jiang Chengzhan
rubbed his round stomach and looked at Su wanwan and said, "Zhan Bao is full. Shall
we come back tomorrow?"

Anyway, she didn't have to do it by herself, so she was very happy

Jiang Chengzhan suddenly exclaimed, "wife," looking at her in pain.

Su wanwan asked hastily, "what's the matter?"

Jiang Chengzhan covered his stomach: "I want to go to the toilet."

Su wanwan narrowed her eyes and reminded, "you said it yourself. Go to the toilet
yourself."

Jiang Chengzhan explained: "I said Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh,
Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh, Shhh

Su wanwan was the first two: "now?"

Jiang Chengzhan: "I want to be big."

Su Wan Wan hugs her head hard. Is it against the law to hit someone?

Is it against the law to beat a fool?

Afraid of Jiang Chengzhan pulling his pants, she hurried him to the bathroom. When
she came to the door, she discussed with a crying voice, "Zhan Bao, I'll help you untie
the belt. Will you go in yourself?"

Jiang Chengzhan looked at her small face, and finally let her live. "Well, Zhan Bao
will come by himself this time."

Su wanwan

Thank you!

Jiang Chengzhan is carrying his pants to the inside, but people outside are looking at



Su wanwan strangely. Su wanwan covers her face with one hand. She really wants to
turn herself into a transparent person and disappear here.

In the heart is indignant again, why does no one give her a golden finger when wearing
a book?

Jiang Chengzhan came out quickly. He ran out with his pants, shouting: "wife, I wipe
my own ass, am I great?"

Su wanwan

Can you pretend you don't know him?

Forget it, she didn't care to cast surprised eyes around, took Jiang Chengzhan's hand to
wash, "wash quickly, wash well home."

Jiang Chengzhan didn't notice the crowd around him at all, and naturally said, "do you
want to go home and kiss me?"

"Kiss you big head ghost," Su wanwan pulls Jiang Chengzhan to escape from the
scene under a crowd of strange eyes.

Later, she must pay attention to her words. Jiang Chengzhan, a big fool, dares to say
anything.

After eating and drinking, they walked hand in hand on the footpath. It was already
dark. The evening wind was blowing slowly, and the moonlight cast shadows on the
ground through the roadside branches.

Su wanwan looked up at Jiang Chengzhan and said with some exclamation: "Zhan Bao,
do you think we will always be like this?"

Jiang Chengzhan did not hesitate to say: "of course, my wife has been pulling zhanbao,
zhanbao will always be obedient, and then we have a zhanbao baby, wife, do you have
a baby in your stomach now?"

"Baby in the stomach?"

Su wanwan looks at him in surprise. She forgets about it.

Although they worked very frequently, she was always in the safe period. I'm afraid it
would not work if the days went on like this. She had to buy some safety supplies.

It can't go on like this all the time.



He's still four or five years old. How can he be a good father?

And when he wakes up, will he recognize the child she gave birth to?

If you don't recognize

Su wanwan shakes her head. She doesn't think about things that far away. It's still the
most important to take safety measures.

It must be impossible for Jiang Chengzhan to buy this kind of thing. She has to be
brave.

At the gate of the residential area, there is a no one shop. She takes Jiang Chengzhan
to the door and looks around like a thief. It's dark and windy at night. No one is around.
She just does something. She releases Jiang Chengzhan's big hand and says, "Zhan
Bao is waiting here. I'll go in and buy something."

"No, Zhan Bao wants to enter." Jiang Chengzhan refused to let go of her hand.

Su wanwan bites her teeth and puts Jiang Chengzhan alone at the door. In case she
turns around and doesn't feel at ease, she hesitates for a moment and pulls him in.

What does grandma Liu look like when she first enters Grand View Garden?

Su wanwan thinks that she is granny Liu at the moment. Looking at all kinds of things,
she takes a cool breath. She wants to cover Jiang Chengzhan's eyes, but the man is too
tall. She can't reach her. She thinks that it's better for her to speed up.

I didn't dare to see anything else. I just bought a small umbrella. I don't know if it's
enough for Jiang Chengzhan. I'd better go back and use it again.

When she got out of the house, she remembered why she didn't go to buy some
treasure?

I'm in my head.

Well, I bought it, but I had trouble using it at night.

Jiang Chengzhan said that he would not use anything, but Su wanwan said that his
tongue was almost worn out. Jiang Chengzhan still refused to use it.

"Zhan Bao, why not? Look how beautiful the umbrella is. I don't even have one."



Jiang Chengzhan shook his head: "it's terrible."

Su wanwan rubbed her eyebrows. What should she do?

I'm sure I can't be pregnant now. The people of the Jiang family are still staring at
them. If she is pregnant now, Jiang Chengzhan is a fool. How can she have the spirit to
compete with them?

Therefore, Jiang Chengzhan is not allowed to do this matter, either not to do it or to
take measures.

"Zhan Bao," Su wanwan grabbed his hand and tried to put it on him, "it's hard to buy.
How can we not use it?"

Jiang Chengzhan is not happy to look at the milky white thing, Wei qubaba said: "but
it's not comfortable to wear it."

"Just get used to it," Su wanwan tried to persuade again. She casually found an
advertisement from her mobile phone. "You see, it's all said above. It gives her the
most reassuring feeling. XXX is your first choice. Don't you want me to be
reassured?"

Jiang Chengzhan doesn't know what the advertisement means, but he just refuses.

Su wanwan tilted her head and thought for a while, and finally made her think of a
good idea, "Zhan Bao, don't you want a baby?"

Jiang Chengzhan frowned, "yes."

Su wanwan laughed, "you see, babies don't come out of thin air. You have to plant
your sperm in the soil. Only in autumn can babies grow up."

This is a fool.

Jiang Chengzhan a little doubt: "is that true?"

Su wanwan tried to suppress a smile and said, "yes, so you have to put all the sperm
away, so you have to use this." she put the umbrella in his hand, "put it on yourself."

Jiang Chengzhan was dubious, "but my aunt said the baby came out of her belly."

"Ah," Su wanwan continued, "that's what it means. When the seedlings grow in
autumn, I'll eat them again. Next spring, there will be babies."



"Well," Jiang Chengzhan finally believed it and said happily, "I'll collect the sperm
first, and then plant it in the flowerpot tomorrow morning."

He said some melancholy, Su thought he changed his mind again, "what's the matter?"

Jiang Chengzhan said with regret: "it's a pity that so many of them were not used
before, otherwise we could have the baby one day earlier."

Su wanwan secretly laughs, gets up and puts her arms around his neck. The man's lips
are not enough. Alas, how can such a beautiful woman fall into her hands?

……

An hour later, Jiang Chengzhan took advantage of Su's sleep to write a diary

Zhan Bao felt cheated by his wife today. Her wife said that she would plant sperm in
the soil, but her aunt clearly said that I would plant sperm in her stomach.

I don't know who is right. If I ask my aunt, what if my wife is not happy?

Anyway, if there is no baby in autumn, my wife is cheating me. Hum, zhanbao will
ignore her then.

※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※※

Zhan Bao: he was cheated.

Tomorrow into V, V Chapter message of small lovely all send red envelope.

Advance collection and column collection:

1. After running with the ball, she became the boss

Soft beauty. Pretending to be fine x violent and dark. Real boss (violent and warm)

The rich and young in the book, Ling Yuxiao, is dark, cold and morbid.

Ning Meiyuan, who just put on the book and rolled the bed sheet with Ling Yuxiao,
said:.... "

Looking at the sleeping man with a muddled face.

Don't run and wait to be abused?



Four years later, Ning Meiyuan married into a rich family with a cute little bun.
Everyone thought that she was married on her own.

Waiting for a joke: I don't know how many times I am abused every day?

Waiting to see the joke already: the body does not know how many injuries?

Waiting to see a joke C: I don't know how many tears to shed every day?

Poor ah, it is estimated that she will be put in the cold when she gets married. How
long can she last?

Until one day, microblog hot search burst: who is the gentle and domineering man
who holds a woman in his arms?

People in an uproar: is not rich young Ling Yuxiao and his wife married?

At the same time, the man who has become a big loyal dog at home is protesting with
his wife: "kiss, kiss again and go to sleep."

2. The fairy of the eighties: the high school life of the eighties.

In 2000, the high school campus was crying "the first snow in 2002, a little later than
the time when I went back and forth", "a cup of Erguotou choked tears", "this is the
best punishment for impulse"

Most of the young men and women who have been cultivated by Gu Huo Zi are hot
tempered. They scold when they speak, work when they start, and drink when they
raise their glasses!

Su Xue returns to senior one, she will never follow that big guy around crazy, her
slogan is: study hard, save the world!

The boy, leaning against the column, is lazy and has no bones all over his body. There
is a bruise on the corner of his mouth. He smiles very badly and raises eyebrows with
her: "by the way, save me!"
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